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Our Vision

A moving story cont… P1-2

To provide a platform for the local
community to engage through sport at
a place where the whole family can be
together. Where the servant hearted
can serve and those in need can
receive.

A Moving Story cont…
Howzit.. Our last letter ended with us starting
to renovate the club house:
th

To impact less fortunate communities
in the
Eastern Cape through football and to
expose our youth to a global football
community

VALUES
Integrity: We do the right thing, full
stop!
Grit: We play to win and never give
up, ever..
Respect: We respect our opponents,
officials, coaches and each other
Sportsmanship: Win or loose, we
shake hands (or tap elbows)
Fun: We train and play with a smile

MISSION
To have awesome facilities
To attract coaches that care
To attract families that serve
To add value to our local community

The first bricks were knocked out on the 17 February (see top
picture on the right). Our plan has always been to create a
space for the whole family. We have encouraged families to be
part of the club and now with us having our own home we can
really develop that concept further.
In the past “The Portuguese Club” consisted of the hall, three
smaller break-away rooms, mens and ladies bathrooms, a store
room and a 4th break-away room at the back of the hall. Our aim
was to bring the three breakaway rooms together into one space
with the tuckshop and bar able to serve from both inside and
outside. We wanted to let as much light into the space as
possible and also create the ability to see the main field and U6
field from inside. We also wanted to create a flow from the
seating area to the outside, where we would like to develop a
social space under the Coral Tree
Breaking stuff down was the easy part and went pretty quickly.
One of our big costs was the aluminium stacker doors and
stacker windows. Mirko Pineda from Algoa Joinery
(mirko@algoajoinery.co.za) was kind enough to discount the
price of goods significantly so that we could afford to install 3
stacker windows and the main entrance stacker door. Algoa
Joinery are also an Advertising Board sponsor.
We then needed to create a divide between our proposed
tuckshop area and bar area and also install some counter tops.
Current Hearts Classics captain Roberto Formento and his dad
Martino who own Italian Cabinets (italiancabinets@eject.co.za)
kindly donated the granite tops as well as the cabinets needed
for the divide. They also took it upon themselves to build the
bases for our red booth seating.(see picture middle right)
We were able to recover most of the carpet tiles from the hall
being converted into the crossfit gym and together with our
existing furniture (including the famous cowprint booth seating
from the Spur), we were pretty much good to go from a
clubhouse point of view.
Due to the nature of our training it is virtually impossible to run
the football club without lights. We train in winter and in the
evenings so it is dark by 6pm for most of the season. About 12
years ago we were the recipients of a LOTTO grant through
PEFA for our current lights, these lights have been in use at The
Valley since then. We have added to them and upgraded the
cable over the years. Moving the lights across town to The
Strand was causing significant headaches. Getting the cable out
of the ground, finding a vehicle to transport 14m poles, digging
holes at The Strand and planting the poles were just
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a few of the things we needed to

We now had the holes and poles, we

In the dying seconds of the game Dino

achieve. Once again, without large

needed concrete to fill the holes and a

Zenios scored a goal that

amounts of capital available we

crane to lift the poles into place

symbolized

needed to rely on the “I know a guy
who knows a guy, that might know a
guy that can help” strategy. The first
of those guys was Pieter Rademeyer
who gave us the usage of a JCB (a
machine that digs holes, moves soil
and can flatten things). In the day that
we had use of the machine, we dug 5
out of 6 holes for the light poles (the
6th was just too rocky), we extended

As he has done many times in the
past for Hearts FC, Silvio Scribante
from Scribante Concrete heeded the
call and donated all the concrete we
needed to secure the poles. Similarly,
John Offerman once again offered to
assist with a crane truck to lift the
st

our

wonderful

just
club.

Chasing down a lost cause, through
sheer determination, he blocked a
clearnace from the goal-keeper and
then scrambled the ball over the line.
Grit: We play to win and never up
(one of our 5 values)
And then came CoVid! (face-palm

poles into place. So on the 21 March

emoji). Without stating the obvious

the first 3 poles were raised into

CoVid 19 has impacted our Football

position. (see picture in top left corner)

club as it has so many other people

the existing road to enable access

and institutions. Looking on the bright

from Nobbs road and levelled a

As our preparations continued we had

section of the bottom field behind the

our first 2 training sessions on the 2nd

bowls club. Now that the holes were

March and 9th March respectively. We

ready we needed to bring the poles

also had a wonderful open day where

across. We had already dismantled

our U8s, U10s and U12s played

the lights and brackets and brought

friendlies against each other and a

We are determined to get through this

them to The Strand but finding a

Hearts Legends team played against

period as a club so that once it is safe

vehicle to extract and then transport 6

a PEFA Legends team. In a very close

and legal to play again, we are ready

x 14m poles was proving to be a real

and entertaining match The PEFA

to welcome you all back with open

problem. An answer to prayer came

Legends eventually came out winners

Hearts!

when Lawson Brown School asked if

on penalties after a 2-2 draw. The first

they could purchase the 6 poles and

ever goal at The Strand was scored

some of the cable from us in order that

by

we do not remove them from The

Acemates and more recently Fairview

Valley. We used this money to

Action

immediately purchase 6 new poles

equalized with an absolute rocket

and these were delivered on the 26th

from outside the box for the Hearts

Feb to The Strand.

Legends. Kurt Petersen from Callies

Lwazi

Sawula

Arena.

from

Ian

Central

Stevenson

then made it 2-1 with a typical
.

poachers goal.

side, our fields have benefited from
the lack of use. We have also been
reminded of how valuable a healthy
community environment is in our lives.

SPONSOR PAGE
Our sponsor page is dedicated to all of the wonderful businesses that
have supported our Football Club this season. We would like to thank
each and every person and business for their continued support. We
would also like to appeal to the Hearts community to please support these
businesses wherever possible

We would like to extend a massive
thanks to each and every one of our
sponsors!

BUSINESS ADVERTIZING BOARDS

Please support them wherever
possible..

Cost of Advertizing Boards
Boards

1 Year

2 Years

3 Years

1

R 7,000.00

R 11,000.00

R 15,000.00

2

R 14,000.00

R 22,000.00

R 30,000.00

3

R 15,000.00

R 26,250.00

R 37,500.00

4

R 20,000.00

R 30,000.00

R 40,000.00

5

R 22,500.00

R 32,750.00

R 43,000.00

*Manufacturing and Printing: R3500 per board
Please email Calvin for enquiries: calvin@heartsfc.co.za

SHOUT OUT!
Paul Lacey – Former Head of
Junior Footall #legend

PHOTO ALBUM

Registration
Information
Due to the current situation
with Covid 19 it is impossible
to know exactly what the
2020 season will look like..
However the club is highly
reliant on membership fees
in order to function. We are
asking our members to
register for the new season
as per usual and we will
manage the situation as it
unravels.
We currently have 172
people registered on the
cloudkids platform. Of those
146 have submitted all
required documentation and
also paid subs.
Registraion Process
1.

Register each player on
our internal platform
http://app.cloudkids.co.
za/clubregistration/hear
tsfootballclub

2.

You will receive a mail
with info requesting
Certified Copy of ID,
SAFA registration form
and a faceshot of the
player/s

3.

Payment of subs is via
EFT using your student
number as reference

Thank you to all who have
already registered
For all registration queries
please contact Calvin Parry
calvin@heartsfc.co.za

HEARTS FC
Cnr Bognor and 7th Avenue
Summerstrand

Executive Team:

Port Elizabeth

Chairman: Stephen Morgan
(071 605 8061)
stephen@heartsfc.co.za

6001

email: info@heartsfc.co.za

Vice Chairman: Saki Zenios
(083 651 4760)

tel: 071 605 8061
facebook: @hearts.fc.79

Treasurer: Calvin Parry
(083 275 6260)
calvin@heartsfc.co.za
Fund Raising: Dale Moulton
(082 493 6799)

NPO: 195-075

3 July 2020
Dear… Everyone / Anyone / Someone

Secretary: Lee Stevenson
(082 370 9183)

At the time of writing this letter we are all facing challenges that have never been faced
before. Our football club is no different. At this stage we are unsure if there will even be
a 2020 season.

Facilities: Kevin Stone
(073 580 9726)

In this time of social separation we are acutely aware of how important it is that we
ensure the survival of local sports clubs.

Juniors: Jason Pelham
(079 037 4608)
info@heartsfc.co.za
Player Development: Dino
Zenios
(063 877 3036)
Legal and Governance: Lelo
Zide
(071 893 5210)

Now more than ever we need to support each other. We want to encourage, wherever
possible, that you support local. Port Elizabeth is an awesome place and Hearts FC is a
community within a community. Please consider supporting the businesses that have
supported us, especially now.
Many people have asked what the clubs’ needs are going forward so here is a list of
where you can get involved:










Cash: We are in urgent need of cash so please consider supporting our Family
Wall, Business Advertizing boards and Naming rights initiatives
Electrical Cable: To connect our lights (essential)
Bricks: (about 5000) and building materials for showers and braai area
Steel: To complete the framework for the front of the clubhouse
Chairs: We need simple restaurant style chairs, bar stools as well as a few sofas
Kitchen Equipment and accessories
TV: We would like to put up two 65” TVs
Field Line Marker: To mark our fields
Upholstery: To reupholster our existing booth seating

Please contact any of the Executive team if you are able to support in any way, shape
or form.
Stay safe and we look forward to seeing you all on the side of the field again soon.
Hearts Executive Team

